
INSTRUCTION FOR CORRECT INSTALLATION AND USE

WARNING!
The safety of this fitting can only be guaranteed if these instructions are observed, during both installation and use. Please
retain these instructions safety.

REMARKS
- If not familiar with electrical connections, contact a qualified electrician.
- When installing and whenever acting on the appliance, ensure that the power supply has been switched off.
- The appliance may in no way be modified or tampered with, any modification may compromise safety causing the

appliance to become dangerous. FLOS declines all responsibility for products that are modified.

TECHNICAL DATA
For Romeo Moon/Soft  T1 use 100W  type T. double envelope halogen max.
For Romeo Moon/Soft  T2 use 150W  type T. double envelope halogen max.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
- Use only a soft cloth to clean the appliance, dampened with water and soap or mild cleanser if needed for resistant dirt.
- Warning: do not use alcohol or other solvents.
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Fig.1 Place the fixture on a flat surface.
Position the plastic ring (A) onto the three shade support arms (B) (Note: Use the three larger holes).
For the Romeo Moon glass shade, use the flat-head screws (C) to fasten the plastic ring (A) to the support
arms(B).

Fig.1a For the Romeo Soft fabric shade, use the pin screws (C) to fasten the plastic ring (A) to the support arms (B).
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Fig.2 Insert internal diffuser cone (D).
Fig.3 Insert light bulb (E).
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Fig.4 If you have a Romeo Moon, place the glass shade
(H) onto the plastic ring (A).
For the Romeo Moon, position the top glass disc
(G) firmly into the glass shade.

Fig.4a If you have a Romeo Soft shade (F), unscrew the
small  fixing rollers (Q) from the three hooks (R)
of  the fabric crown.

Fig.4b locate the three hooks into the three large closed
bottom holes on the plastic ring (A), and then
 screw up the fixing rollers again.
For the Romeo Soft shade, position the top glass
disc (G) onto the three locating pins, using the
three locating holes on the disc.
Plug in the fixture.
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